Assessment of resident training in laparoscopic surgery based on a digestive system anastomosis model in the laboratory
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ABSTRACT

Background: The complexity of laparoscopic surgery makes specific training out of the operating rooms necessary to shorten learning curves and to minimise morbidity rates. Our aim was to analyse the increase in laparoscopic skills after completion of a laboratory training program.

Material and methods: Prospective study of surgical resident training based on anastomosis performance on an "endotrainer." The program consisted of 4 weeks per year (20 h per week) between 2004 and 2007. The outcome measures were the time and number of anastomosis necessary to perform a proper anastomosis. Upon completion, the anastomosis was checked by both trainee and evaluator and quality was assessed. Time and technical failures (loose suture, edge eversion, leakage) were recorded.

Results: Twelve surgical residents were trained. They performed 189 jejuno-jejunal anastomoses (JJA), mean 15.8 per resident and 197 gastro-jejunal anastomoses (GJA), mean 16.4 per resident. The performance mean time was 72.7 min for JJA and 87.2 for GJA. There was a marked reduction in time from the beginning to completion of training. The percentage of flawed anastomosis decreased with training: 26.6%, 21.8%, 17.1%, 17%, 16.1%, and 10.5% after 20, 40, 60, 80, 100, and 120 h, respectively. Bearing in mind reduction in both performance time and flawed anastomosis rate, it appears that after 70 h of training the learning curve reaches a plateau zone.

Conclusions: Intestinal anastomosis (either JJA or GJA) performed in "endotrainer" is a suitable model for laparoscopic training, without the need of live animals. After a training period of 70 hours, the improvement seems of little benefit.

© 2009 AEC. Published by Elsevier España, S.L. All rights reserved.
Introduction

Until recently, learning any surgical procedure was based on performance, initially supervised, over the patients themselves. This implies a long learning curve with higher morbidity and, possibly, mortality rates, as well as worse outcomes in the long term. Laparoscopic procedures require longer and more prolonged training, because sense of touch is absent and because this technique is thus based on a 2-dimensional image. Furthermore, learning increases surgical costs due to more prolonged surgical times.1 Such training acquires still more significance for residents, who are naturally less surgically experienced.

In order to accelerate learning and not to start on patients directly, training laboratories have been designed. In these laboratories, practice can be carried out using virtual reality systems2,3 or physical simulators.4,5 With both systems, basic surgical techniques can be developed, such as dissection, incision, and sutures. Physical simulators also make training possible using animal organs. Together with this type of simulation there is another that consists in using living animals and even cadavers. All these techniques have shown technical progress for the trainees.3,5-8 Some studies even state that intestinal anastomosis performed in endotrainer is possible.9

However, neither the appropriate method nor training times has been clearly established yet. This work aims at assessing a training strategy in laparoscopic surgery consisting in anastomosis performance in endotrainer, and then measure its technical progress. Especially, the main objective was to analyse time and number of necessary anastomoses to achieve an appropriate degree of performance. Secondary to this objective, some influencing factors were analysed, such as specialty and year of residence.

Material and methods

Prospective study assessing the results from laparoscopic training of residents in surgical specialties to be acquired in a skill-promoting laboratory. This study was carried out at the training centre of laparoscopic and endoscopic surgery of Hospital Universitario Marqués de Valdecilla of Santander.

The participating residents were 7 from general surgery (2 residents of 4th year [R4] and 5 residents of 5th year [R5]), 3 from gynaecology (3R4), and 2 from urology (1R4-1R5). The training programme took place between 2004 and 2007 and consisted of 1 week (20 h) quarterly training during their time of residence. This training was carried out using equipment consisting of endotrainer, 10 mm optics anchored
with support (which allowed training without assistant), and a laparoscopic tower with monitor, insufflator and camera control. The programme started with basic exercises of spatial orientation, elementary dissection, and laparoscopic suture and knotting. Simultaneously, surgical techniques in anaesthetised living pigs were performed—cholecystectomy, antireflux, gastrectomy or colectomy—. All the participants were familiarised with intestinal anastomosis in open surgery technique. The parameters to be assessed were established first: time employed in performing a proper anastomosis, being such defined by no edge eversion, adequate suture tension, and no leakages. For its evaluation, the suture was instrumentally examined and a hydrostatic test was performed by filling the organ with saline serum, prior to closing the edges. Jejunoo-jejunal anastomoses (JJA) and gastro-jejunal anastomoses (GJA) were performed over segments of pig’s jejunum and stomach, obtained from other experiments carried out in the same training centre. The technique consisted in a posterior face seroserous suture with 7 loose silk stitches, followed by a whole-thickness continuous suture with monofilament Monosyn 0000 (Braun), departing from one half of the posterior face and forming 2 semi-circumferences ending up in one half of the anterior face. Anastomosis size was of 5 cm. Study parameters were recorded for each practice. The evaluators (surgeons with over 15 years of experience in surgery and experienced in advanced laparoscopic procedures) supervised the training. Upon completion of each anastomosis, a joint revision by resident and evaluator was performed to check for technical failures.

The statistical analysis consisted in descriptive statistics of numerical variables by mean and standard deviation, or median and interquartile range (IQR) when the variable did not follow a normal distribution (for example, the time employed in performing the anastomoses). Student t test was used to compare 2 means and Fisher’s exact test to assess the association of 2 qualitative variables. A model of polynomial regression was used to describe the time employed in performing the anastomoses. A polynomial model of degree k was fitted to the data (13). Dependent variable (Y) is the time employed in the anastomosis and independent variable (X) represents the learning hours. Of the possible values for k (polynomial degree) the minimum that best explained the variability observed was chosen. The importance of a factor is described by the odds ratio and its confidence interval. The ratio between anastomosis duration and resident specialty was evaluated by a multiple regression analysis. The ratio between quality of anastomosis and different independent factors was studied by multiple regression analysis. Signification level was set at P<.05.

\[ Y = \beta_0 + \beta_1 X + \beta_2 X^2 + \beta_3 X^3 + \ldots + \beta_k X^k, \quad i=1,2,\ldots,k \]

Dependent variable (Y) is the time employed in the anastomosis and independent variable (X) represents the learning hours. Of the possible values for k (polynomial degree) the minimum that best explained the variability observed was chosen. The importance of a factor is described by the odds ratio and its confidence interval. The ratio between anastomosis duration and resident specialty was evaluated by a multiple regression analysis. The ratio between quality of anastomosis and different independent factors was studied by multiple regression analysis. Signification level was set at P<.05.

**Results**

Twelve residents performed 189 JJA, mean 15.8 per resident, SD 4.07 (interval, 9–21), of which general surgery residents performed 114, gynaecology residents 54, and urology residents 21. They also performed 197 GJA, mean 16.4 per resident, SD 3.55 (interval, 10–21), of which general surgery residents performed 120, gynaecology residents 50, and urology residents 27.

The mean time for performing JJA was 72.7 min (median, 65; IQR, 32) and for GJA, 87.2 min (median, 80; IQR, 35).

Anastomosis performance time is graphically shown against total hours of training (Figure 1), and a dot cloud is obtained, that may indicate whether there is certain progressive tendency, as the initial hypothesis was that a rapid reduction should be observed at onset to move onto a more gradual reduction as training progresses. It can be seen how performance time decreases as training time increases (P<.0001). The adjustment degree, although significant (r=0.39), is not very good, as the model only explains 15% of data variability. Figure 1 also shows the curves for each one of the 2 types of anastomoses. It can be observed that they are practically parallel, so that they can be summarised in the curve globally representing the 2 types of anastomosis.

In any case, it can be observed how the general surgery residents performed their anastomosis employing less time (r=0.22), and urology residents took more time at first to reduce it later on (r=0.73), whereas the learning speed of gynaecology residents was intermediate (r=0.51). However, the size of the groups is too small to draw conclusions.

With relation to quality of anastomosis (Table), it can be seen that 18.4% showed technical failures. The percentage of technical failures in GJA (22.8%) was higher than in JJA (13.8%), although differences did not become significant. This
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**Figure 1** – Time (ordinates) taken by residents to perform anastomosis is represented graphically against total training hours (axis) and a dot cloud is obtained. It can be observed how surgical time decreases as learning time increases (P<.0001).
proportion gradually decreased as training hours increased (Figure 2).

Several factors were observed to have influenced for a better quality of anastomosis, such as longer training time, the trainee being a urology resident, and type of anastomosis being JJA. The highest coefficient (besides it is the most significant one) and, therefore, the most influential, was the year of residence, with an odds ratio of 0.23 (95% confidence interval, 0.103–0.522).

Bearing in mind reduction curves of time employed in one anastomosis performance and technical failure reduction, a plateau is observed after 70 h of training, so much so that it could be stated that, after such period, progress is scant.

**Discussion**

The long learning curve of laparoscopic procedures, with higher morbidity and, possibly, mortality rates involved in teaching directly over patients, favours training in laboratory against training over patients. Furthermore, the new legal norms increasingly restrain weekly time of medical work and, therefore, physicians’ possibilities of learning. The number of cases that a resident should operate on laparoscopically, to reach a plateau in his/her learning curve, has been estimated in 100. Moreover, developing effective and reproducible training methods may serve to evaluate residents and detect training deficits.

It is important to note that there are various publications on resident training but few that measure and prove learning results. In this study we have been able to document the technical progression of residents. Together with other works, our training method is based on anastomosis performance. We employ the anastomosis technique over a single layer of continuous suture, which has been broadly accepted. Apart from instructing over anastomosis learning in itself, it also involves training in several basic technical aspects: spatial orientation, instrument handling, suture, and knotting.

We have observed that performing enteroenteric or gastroenteric anastomosis is an adequate technique for laparoscopic training, if we base this statement on various aspects. Firstly, it can be measured how surgical time diminishes as training time increases. Secondly, technical failure occurrence diminishes as practice hours increase. However, this ratio does not improve after 70 h, either because the number of anastomosis is small or because residents specialising in general surgery or urology have achieved acceptable levels of technical failures. Nevertheless, as the number of anastomosis after 70 h is small, this observation should be taken with caution.

It is worthy of note the importance of supervision by the evaluator and the joint analysis of each experience, as this allows learning from mistakes. Beyond doubt, this strategy accelerates learning. However, it is also to be taken into account that, in our study, progression did not only depend on anastomosis performance, as the residents were simultaneously being trained in laparoscopic techniques on living animals and continued with their habitual clinical practice, where they carried out laparoscopic techniques of increasing complexity as they made progress in their internship. A not measured variable was that not all the residents departed from the same level of skills.

GJA and JJA are comparable as a means of training, although GJA associates a slightly higher proportion of technical failures. Furthermore, some differences in learning have been observed. Despite the small number of residents participating...
in this study and difference in years of residence between some of them, it can be seen that general surgery residents achieved shorter performance times at the end of the training programme than gynaecology and urology residents, presumably because their daily work involves more surgical practice. Urology residents make progress more rapidly than the others and achieve better results in quality, although their minimum time does not match that of general surgery residents. A tendency to achieve better results on the part of general surgery residents has been observed in other works carried out in non-laparoscopic anastomosis. However, the small sample size prevents drawing conclusions regarding learning and resident specialty ratio.

The number necessary to acquire competence has been established at 40 anastomoses, although this has been defined for trained specialists and not for residents.

Basic-surgical-technique simulators have shown their usefulness to improve surgical performance, as well as anastomosis performed with synthetic materials, intestinal anastomosis using animal organs, as we have done in our study and in others, appears to be a training method resembling clinical scenarios, and has advantages over other alternatives, such as surgery with living animals, virtual reality, cadavers, and other simulators. Training with living animals re-creates to the maximum real surgical scenarios. However, it has various drawbacks, such as high cost, due to the need for infrastructure and monitors, or the need to sacrifice animals. It is worthy of note that, although in our study the anastomoses were performed over organs from animals employed in other training experiences, it would be possible to use organs from industrial slaughter houses, which would avoid sacrificing animals and also save up on costs. Surgery over cadavers also adequately re-creates real conditions, but its availability is very restrained. Virtual reality training recreates less faithfully real surgical scenarios, and evidence validating effectiveness of most systems is still scant, except for the system “minimally invasive surgical trainer” in virtual reality (MIST-VR). Models based on virtual reality could be a useful first step in laparoscopic training, as it is understood from conclusions to systematic revisions, although advantages over endotrainer for residents with certain laparoscopic experience are not as yet clear. In any case, simulation systems are expensive, although not as much as direct teaching over patients.

To conclude, according to the present study, it appears that enteroeneric or gastroenteric anastomosis is an adequate technique for laparoscopic training: standardisable and feasible without living animals. JJA and GJA are equally valid. Using this model progress is barely significant after 70 h of training.

It is still to be demonstrated that learning in a training laboratory translate into real surgery progress, although there are already some data indicating this to be so.
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